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Warcase (a)Syncronous Seven Three
73-8475-0193

Warcase (a)Syncronous Seven Three 73-8475-0193

Species: Type Three Freespacer
Gender: Female

Age: 8C (19P)
Height: 5'3“
Weight: 104lb
Bra Size: B-cup

Organization: Origin Industries / Nepleslian Star Navy
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Warcase (a)Syncronous Seven Three 73-8475-0193
Occupation: Ex-Test Pilot

Rank:
Current Placement: NSS Ichaival

Voice Sample

Cree Summer singing 'Fall'

Theme

Fight: Beyond Good and Evil 'Medusas Fight' Main Theme: NieR OST 'The Wretched Automatons'
Background: Noise Tracks

Warcase (a)Sync Seven Three 73-8475-0193 in Roleplay

(a)Sync is a player character and was played by Cy83r K0rp53. Adopted by ethereal.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'3” Mass: 104lb Measurements: 31-27-30 Bra Size: B-cup

Build and Skin Color

(a)Sync Seven Three is of slight build, well-toned from her paramilitary training. The freespacer girl has a
slightly dark chocolate color to her skin. She favors diatom symbiont colonies over lichens and her skin is
tiger-striped by the white silicious algae.

Facial Features and Eye Color

(a)Sync Seven Three has deep green-red eyes, complimented by her chocolate skin and silver-white
diatom patterns.

Hair Color and Style

(a)Sync grows a photo-reactive red-yellow lichen in her jet black hair, worn in a longish pixie cut. The
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lichen shifts between red and blonde pigmentation based on how much radiation and sunlight it receives,
turning a deep crimson in areas of low radiation or sunlight, such as on a cloudy day or inside a house,
and a dark yellow-green, close to black, in areas of higher radiation, at levels close to normal for a
Freespacer.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: (a)Sync is a technophile and loves working with machines. She displays a motherly and
protective persona to any machines under her direct care, singing their praises and underwriting faults to
any unlucky enough to strike up a conversation about or near (a)Sync's wards. In battle (a)Sync displays
another side of her psyche, a raging goddess of war, or more appropriately, of bloodlust. This aspect
carries over into training simulations and sparring sessions, or even rough-housing; she can be, and
frequently is, utterly ruthless in the pursuit of victory. Likes: repairing and tinkering with machines;
social interaction; horseplay. Dislikes: being subordinate to others, sometimes even for a good reason;
the general state of dirtiness associated with being in a non-Freespacer environment, going septuple for
being planetside. Goals: experience the wide range of human technologies outside of a normal Fleet-
bound life.

History

Family (or Creators)

Collective Nursery

Pre-RP

Raised as a warrior, (a)Sync quickly found purpose and place in her homefleet as a mecha pilot and
technician; consistently scoring at the top three percent of her peers in combat simulators. Quickly
growing weary of the relative boredom of living in her trading fleet, (a)Sync left her home, probably for
good, and signed up with Origin Industries as a test pilot when the fleet made a detour to trade with the
organization. She was submitted to an intensive naturalization program and technical aprenticeship to
familiarize the Freespacer with Yamataian social mores and technology, namely the OI-M1-1A Ashigaru
she would be piloting, as well as a thorough medical exam and an inoculative regimen to slowly activate
her atrophied immune system. After a clean bill of health and good reports, (a)Sync was assigned to the
OIF Atuan, a Justicar-class Mecha Carrier.

OIF Atuan

Episode 3: The Terror Attacks at Dawn!
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(a)Sync met Captain Arah Tenner, her commanding officer aboard the OIF Atuan, moments before a
Nekovalkyrja working for the NMX infiltrated Dawn Station, infected several people, and commandered a
new OAW Frame, attacking Sector 9. Rushing to find her fellow crew, other pilots relaxing in a local bar,
they all rendevous toward the Atuan to grab a Frame and suppress the NMX incursion and are
intercepted by a rampaging Origin Frame. Met at a halfway point, Ensign and Frame Commander Kelly
Williams destroys the errant frame while surfing the Atuan. After being assigned to their units, the team
winds up engaging all of the NMX-controlled frames in an industrial block. Kelly and another new recruit,
Lucien McGarland, take on the Garuda in aerial melee while Async and others capture and destroy the
other stolen frames.

Episode 4: In Hot Water

Spending some time to relax at the hot springs a situation occurred when a stray missile detonated just
outside the pool. Returning to their rooms, Kelly got porn stuck in his eye and Async came down with a
deadly fever and was carted off back to the Atuan to recover. Not much happened aside from multiple
awkward moments everywhere.

Ichaival

Contacted by the Captain of the Ichaival as it came into port, (a)Sync realised that she would get more
adventure from life and get her hands on all sorts of machinery she wouldn't see elsewhere.

Skills

Starship Operations

Having lived in a starship environment her entire life, (a)Sync naturally learned quite a bit regarding
starship architecture and related systems. In a pinch she can fill a wide range of basic roles competently,
mostly centered on sensors, communications, weapons operation, as well as a rudimentary
understanding of navigations and diagnostic sytems.

Mindware (Accelerated learning, digital memory, knowledge)

(a)Sync has had basic neural tech installed at birth during her childhood education. These were (as with
all freespacers) left in to be used later in life to accelerate learning ability, allowing her to learn a skill in a
fraction of the time it may take most humanoids. These implants also provide a small digital memory
bank, allowing (a)Sync to privately record and store memoirs, or share these with others. Finally she can
download reference books or instruction manuals into this digital memory, giving others the illusion that
she knows much more than she truly does.
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Communication

(a)Sync is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from others through headsets, starships, mecha, power armor, and shuttles in both combat
and non-combat conditions. She is fluent in Nepleslian, Yamataian, and her home fleet Freespacer
dialect; the former two languages being downloaded using her mindware implants, (a)Sync's grasp of the
languages is technical, lacking a large portion of both cultures' linguistic idiosyncracies, slang, and social
formalities. She can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue
orders under fire, parley with foreign prisoners, etc.

Fighting

(a)Sync has had training in the geurilla Art of Never Again, her specific focus oriented towards lethal
hand-to-hand combatives, close-quarters engagement, and weilding improvised elements as effective
weapons. (a)Sync is proficient with small arms and the routine maintenance required to keep them
operating efficiently. She has been trained to fight from a disadvantage, expecting to be outnumbered;
outmatched; and outgunned, using any and all openings to acheive victory and, more importantly,
survival. Primary focus has been paid to micro-gravity situations as Freespacers rarely venture forth from
their ships, nor can they easily survive in other environments without significant technological support.

Physical

(a)Sync, as part of her combat education, is physically fit as well as very agile and coordinated in micro-
gravity from her space-borne lifestyle.

Vehicles: Mecha/Frames

(a)Sync is trained to operate towering humanoid machines, mainly for combat purposes and primarily in
micro-gravity.

Maintenance and Repair: Mecha/Frames

(a)Sync has specialised training in mecha systems diagnostics and repair, having worked as an
apprentice to another technician pilot before leaving her fleet.

Possessions

Origin Standard Issue
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Clothing

3x Origin Industries Uniform
5x white T-Shirt with OI Logo
5x panties with OI logo (white, black, green, blue, and gold)
5 pairs of black Socks
White bikini with OI logo

Weapons

1x Standard Energy Pistol

Hygiene & Health

Hygiene kit
Toothbrush
Tube of toothpaste
Bar of soap
Bottle of shampoo

2x white towel with OI logo
White yukata with OI logo
Inoculation and Immune Booster Regimen (service provided by Origin Industries)
Iridium Pills
White wetsuit with OI logo and black & blue stripes down the seams

Cybernetics

Increased Intelligence: (a)Sync has an IQ of 143
Virtual Memory
Neural Interface (networking, virtual simulation, accelerated training)
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator

Voidwalker Suit

Add-Ons

Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator
Endothermic Reactant Canisters
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Finances

Warcase (a)Sync Seven Three 73-8475-0193 is currently a Private in the Origin Industries. She receives a
weekly salary of 200KS per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Warcase (a)Syncronous Seven Three 73-8475-0193
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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